Abstract This paper uncovers the mystery of consolidity, an inner property of systems that was amazingly hidden. Consolidity also reveals the secrecy of why strong stable and highly controllable systems are not invulnerable of falling and collapsing. Consolidity is measured by its Consolidity Index, defined as the ratio of overall changes of output parameters over combined changes of input and system parameters, all operating in fully fuzzy environment. Under this notion, systems are classified into consolidated, quasi-consolidated, neutrally consolidated, unconsolidated, quasi-unconsolidated and mixed types. The strategy for the implementation of consolidity is elaborated for both natural and man-made existing systems as well as the new developed ones. An important critique arises that the by-product consolidity of natural or built-as-usual system could lead to trapping such systems into a completely undesired unconsolidity. This suggests that the ample number of conventional techniques that do not take system consolidity into account should gradually be changed, and adjusted with improved consolidity-based techniques. Four Golden Rules are highlighted for handling system consolidity, and applied to several illustrative case studies. These case studies cover the consolidity analysis of the Drug Concentration problem, Predator-Prey Population problem, Spread of Infectious Disease problem, AIDS Epidemic problem and Arm Race model. It is demonstrated that consolidity changes are contrary (opposite in sign) to changes of both stability and controllability. This is a very significant result showing that our present practice of stressing on building strong stable and highly controllable systems could have already jeopardized the consolidity behavior of an ample family of existing real life systems. It is strongly recommended that the four Golden Rules of consolidity should be enforced as future strict regulations of systems modeling, analysis, design and building of different disciplines of sciences. It can be stated that with the mystery of Journal of Advanced Research consolidity uncovered, the door is now wide open towards the launching of a new generation of systems with superior consolidity in various sciences and disciplines. Examples of these disciplines are basic sciences, evolutionary systems,
Introduction
When we look at the universe we find how complicated it is; although there are so many parameters affecting the whole performance of the global system, it remains stable and still acts effectively most of the time. This happens despite of the huge changes in the nature of almost every component in the universe. That is to say nothing remained the same since the beginning of the creature up till now, as if there is some hidden internal force holds all its parameters together, preventing them from collapsing. The changes in all parameters are not predictable, and they do not have an identified pattern. Briefly we can say they are all fuzzy and are operating in fully fuzzy environment.
1 So the nature system or any other real life system must have this self maintaining mechanism that keeps its consolidation which we can call it the ''consolidity of the system'' [3] .
Consolidity is one of the inherent properties of the universe typically operating in fully fuzzy environment. It's creation was based on magnificent physical laws that enable its consolidity regardless of all the ongoing changes and fuzzy occurrences that continuously take place. Such consolidity properties of the universe were lucidly revealed in most sacred books as a manifestation of God's power. 2 Consolidity represents a new different look to systems; as we all know every system in the universe can be classified as stable, unstable or marginally stable. But is this classification sufficient enough? If it is so, why many stable systems collapse in our daily life? Therefore, it was important to take a deeper look into systems and study the internal relations and interactions between the systems' parameters, or simply we have to study system consolidity.
We can give an ample number of examples of systems which looked very stable and then suddenly collapsed due to their inferior consolidity, such as the deficiency of the human immune system, the transformation of dangerous diseases and viruses, transfer of normal living cells into cancerous tissues, collapse of moving aerospace vehicles, blackout of electricity grids, dissolution of political or financial organizations, etc.
The vital point of all these systems is that though they faced the same changes but some vital systems seem to be more bonded and well connected than others. They are therefore consolidated as they adjust themselves for the new changes reacting against huge changes of ''fuzziness'' of the surrounding environment. Their inner changes ''fuzzy level changes'' were limited so they restored steadily to their normal operation and absorbed advantageously these varying situations.
Consolidity is open in its application to wide classes of systems. Even for the system that thought not to be fuzzy, we can still pretend that these systems are operating in a virtual fuzzy environment and perform typically similar consolidity testing. In fact all the present physical systems in our daily life are subject to continuous alterations (such as aging and deterioration) that make them gradually changing, and thus will behave later equivalently as if they are operating in a fuzzy environment.
One of the practical examples showing the implementation of Consolidity Theory in the design of real life systems was given in Dorrah and Gabr [3] . The example was carrying out the consolidity testing for the stabilization of inverted pendulum with two different trolley masses. It was shown that for the same functionality described by the overall system characteristic function the designed inverted pendulum of big trolley mass was unconsolidated while the designed inverted pendulum of smaller trolley mass was shown to be consolidated.
In the following section, the basics of system consolidity and its different classifications are firstly presented highlighting the new notion of superior (or inferior) consolidated versus natural and built-as-usual systems.
Experimental
Basics of the system consolidity Basic definition of system consolidity Systems can be classified according to consolidity into three categories as follows, 3 see Fig. 1 and Appendix A for detailed mathematical definitions [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] :
(i) Consolidated systems or well connected, under hold, under grasp, well linked, robust or well joined systems. 1 The term fully fuzzy environment indicates that all the system parameters are fuzzy (have hazy or small varying nature around their operating points). Fuzzy logic and Fuzzy Theory are very old concepts that return back to Dr. Zadeh's work in mid-1960s [1, 2] . Nevertheless, the complexity of the logic operation of such theory has hindered its wide spread compared to other subjects such as probability theory and statistics. Moreover, the operation of such theory is neither linear nor reversible, thus limiting its applications for real life systems. In addition, the Conventional Fuzzy Theory could lead to inconsistent results; for instance if X and Y are fuzzy parameters with defined fuzzy intervals, then the fuzzy theory could lead to that: fuzziness (X À X) " 0, and fuzziness (Y + X À X) " fuzziness (Y). 2 An example can be seen in the Holy Quran in Surah Fater (35:41) ''Verily! God grasps the heavens and earth lest they should move away from their places and if there were to move away from their places, there is not one that could grasp them after Him. Truly, He is Ever Most Forbearing, Oft-Forgiving''. The term grasp describes in fact the under hold or consolidity property of the universe. It is interpreted as the self inner consolidity of the universe through the mighty created physical laws governing its motion. 3 Consolidity could be regarded as a general internal property of physical systems that can also be defined far from fuzzy logic.
(ii) Neutrally consolidated systems, and (iii) Unconsolidated systems or weakly connected, separated, non-robust or isolated systems.
A system operating at a certain stable original state in fully fuzzy environment is said to be consolidated if it's overall output is suppressed corresponding to their combined input and parameters effect, and vice versa for unconsolidated systems. Neutrally consolidated systems correspond to marginal or balanced reaction of output, versus combined input and system.
In order to measure the degree of consolidity of systems, the Consolidity Index F O/(I+S) is defined as the positive ratio |F O /F I+S | where F I+S denotes combined Input and System Factor and F O indicates Output Factor. Based on F O/(I+S) the consolidity state can then be classified [3] as:
For cases where Consolidity Indices lie at both Consolidated and Unconsolidated parts, the consolidity will be designated as the Mixed Class or ''Class M''.
Different classifications of system consolidity
The various classifications of consolidity classes are elucidated in Table 1 . These classes are defined based on corresponding consolidity zones as shown in Fig. 2 . In the classifications, two other minor classes are added within the Mixed Class. These are the Quasi-Consolidated and Quasi-Unconsolidated zones as described in Table 1 . This makes the total six consolidity classes.
Stairwise ranking of various consolidated systems
Systems in real life vary according to their consolidity based on their score of Consolidity Index F O/(I+S) . For most applications, several systems can be built with a wide variety of this index. These systems could relatively be ranked based on their overall consolidity indices in a stairwise form as shown in Fig. 3 . In this ranking, we have the following types:
(i) Superior consolidated system offering the lowest index score F O/(I+S) ( 1. (ii) Neutrally consolidated system with index F O/(I+S) % 1. (iii) Inferior consolidated system having the highest score of index F O/(I+S) ) 1. (iv) Natural or Built-as-usual systems that could assume consolidity values between the superior and inferior consolidated extremes.
In real life, it is the main intention to exert our efforts to move the natural or built-as-usual systems 4 based on their desired consolidity to one of the two extremes of the superior or inferior consolidated points.
Implementation strategy of consolidity for existing and new systems Consolidity implementation strategy for existing systems For existing natural or man-made systems, the consolidity situation could be complicated. The testing of these existing systems could reveal poor consolidity or even the unconsolidity of such systems. This is quite expected as we previously built or dealt with all these existing systems not putting into our minds that inner property of system consolidity. Still the developers should not feel discouraged if they discovered that their existing celebrated built-as-usual systems could have been much enhanced if the consolidity concept was taken into their attention during development. In this case, interference in the existing natural or man-made systems is inevitable for performing necessary consolidity adjustment.
For existing man-made system, the situation could be specifically much easier by altering parameters of the system within the utmost extend permitted for changes. As for natural systems, the consolidity improvement matter could also be possible by interfering within the system parameters together with controlling the environment and trying to direct the physical process towards better targeted consolidity.
Consolidity implementation strategy for new systems
Consolidity of systems as measured by the Consolidity Index can assume a wide range of values. For the same system, it is possible that various prototypes can be developed fulfilling almost the same degree of functionality. These systems can be ranked at the upper end starting from the best consolidated one with the lowest consolidity index score (the superior consolidated prototype). At the bottom end, there is the worst consolidated (inferior) prototype with the biggest consolidity index score.
In general, as the generation of these prototypes during the system development process is not completely exhaustive, the terms of superior or inferior of consolidation remain only as relative comparison. Such comparison is sufficient for all real Fig. 1 Basic definition of system consolidity. 4 The term ''Built-as-usual'' systems denote all existing systems either natural or man-made that are built based on the current conventional, classical, heuristic, or optimal techniques not taken into their account the concept of consolidity.
life applications as the system developers could follow later other cycles of improvement to locate a much better superior that surmounts the old superior one.
Four Golden Rules for consolidity implementation
For the proper implementation of consolidity, the following rules are proposed to be used as strict regulations during the systems modeling, analysis, design and building cycles:
Rule I: Refrain at all circumstances from any arbitrary assignment of system parameters as this could lead the system to possibly fall into the trap of undesired unconsolidity zone. Rule II: Select always the arbitrary parameters need to be assigned in an exhaustive way that allow the best selection providing the most appropriate consolidity state without sacrificing the proper system functionality. 5 Rule III: Interfere when possible into existing systems by changing parameters and controlling environment to shift consolidity of the system to the most desired state without sacrificing the proper system functionality. Rule IV: Avoid entirely using any empirical, regression, artificial or imaginary models for consolidity decisions if these models' coefficients do not correspond as one to one to the parameters of original physical system. The above four Golden Rules for consolidity implementation are closely related and completely rational. The arbitrary assignment of parameters during system modeling, analysis, design or building could open the door to unavoidable improper choices. This reflects our incomplete understanding of such choices, and overlooks other mathematical justification factors in such choices.
If we are forced to do such arbitrary assignment of parameter values, we have to make exhaustive selections and test the impact of each selection on consolidity. A wiser decision can then be made towards the proper selection achieving the most desired consolidity (superior or inferior). Of course the number of exhaustive selections could be reduced by excluding infeasible choices and use our best practical experience judgment without sacrificing the proper system functionality.
On the other side, for systems having their consolidity far from the desired one, they should be interfered to move their consolidity state into the most desired one. This can be achieved if possible through carrying out some experimental trials for changing both system parameters and environmental conditions. Quasi-unconsolidatedŨ A mixed system which is clearly inclined more towards unconsolidation such as the center of gravity (Averaged Value) has
Sketch showing six different classes of system consolidity as described in Table 1 . The fourth rule is self-explanatory due to the fact that consolidity is an inherent property of the physical system and is directly affected by the values of the physical system parameters. The empirical, regression, artificial or imaginary models are not founded on physical grounds if their coefficients do not correspond to the physical system parameters. Therefore, they do not carry the same matching consolidity property corresponding to their original physical systems. In general, it is dangerous to use such empirical, regression or imaginary models for key real life applications, as they could lead to possible misleading and regrettable consolidity decisions.
Implementation of consolidity to illustrative problems
Implementation of consolidity to the drug concentration problem Let us consider the drug concentrations for two compartments physical system of different volumes separated by a membrane. The system model can be expressed by the linear differential equations [11] :
and
such that x i (t) is the amount of the drug in compartment i = 1, 2 at time t. The drug can flow through such membrane from compartment 1 to 2, and vice versa. All system parameters are modeled as fully fuzzy variables. The problem can be expressed in the state space form [12] [13] [14] :
having the corresponding characteristic equation using Laplace Transform as follows:
The two roots of (4) indicate the stability of this system, and must lie in the Left Half s-Plane. The system is less stable if the left half s-plane poles move towards the origin [14] . For various scenarios of the parameter b 2 , the consolidity analysis is carried out for the combined poles of the system and the results are shown in Table 2 that as the parameter b 2 decreases, the system gets less stable while the consolidity index F O/(I+S) gets smaller indicating higher consolidity. This lucidly reveals the opposite effect of changes of parameters on consolidity versus stability.
Implementation of consolidity to the predator-prey population problem
The Predator-Prey Population dynamics problem includes the effects of competing population, where one species may feed on another. This problem is represented by two ordinary differential equations. Let H(t) represents the number of hares (prey) and L(t) denotes the number of lynxes (predator). There are three possible equilibrium points for this problem for x e = (L e , H e ), namely [13] :
where H Ã e and L Ã e are given as
In the above, we have r represents the growth rate of the hares, k designates the maximum population of the hares (in the absence of lynxes), a is the interaction term that describes how the hares are diminished as a function of the lynx population and c controls the prey consumption rate for low hare population. In addition, b denotes the growth coefficient of the lynxes and d indicates the mortality of the lynxes. All these coefficients are modeled as fully fuzzy parameters.
The consolidity results are shown in Table 3 , for the natural third equilibrium case of x e given in (5). These results indicate Table 2 Consolidity results of drug concentration problem.
Aspect
Input parameters Consolidity indices of combined poles of system \\ '' indicates built-as-usual (also inferior) scenario., and '' \\\ '' denotes improved consolidated scenario.
The results reveal that consolidity indices could be improved upon applying such external interferences. However, these interferences only improve the consolidity level from 3.5767 to 2.0152 and cannot move further the operation into the real consolidated zone with F O/(I+S) < 1.
The main finding of this Predator-Prey Population example is that the change of some systems parameters and control of the environment could improve the consolidity of the system. Nevertheless, for this example additional experimentations are still needed to attain further improvement of such consolidity zone.
Implementation of consolidity to the spread of infectious disease problem
The system describing the Spread of Infectious Disease is of the nonlinear type expressed as [11] :
such as x(t) represents those uninfected with disease but may become infected, y(t) indicates those who are presently infected with the disease, k represents the infection rate, and c is the removal rate. The two parameters k and c are modeled as fuzzy variables. The system is firstly linearized around its operating points and its consolidity testing was carried out for different scenarios of the infection rate k. The results are shown in Table 4 , for different solutions of superior, inferior or built-as-usual scenarios. In the table, '' \ '' designates superior consolidated scenario, '' \\ '' denotes built-as-usual Scenario, and '' \\\ '' indicates inferior consolidated scenario. The main finding of the implementation of consolidity to the Spread of Infectious Disease problem is that the adjustment of some system coefficients could achieve a much better consolidity compared to the original built-as-usual case.
Implementation of consolidity to the AIDS Epidemic problem
In this section, the consolidity problem of the AIDS Epidemic is considered for a specific geographical region with high homosexual males' population. The model describing the physical system can be expressed as [11] :
and NðtÞ ¼ XðtÞ þ YðtÞ þ ZðtÞ þ AðtÞ ð 14Þ such that N(t) is the population size, X(t) denotes the number of susceptible males in the population, Y(t) designates the number of males infected with HIV virus, Z(t) represents the number infected with virus but is non-infections, and A(t) is the number of men with AIDS. The parameters k 2 , k 3 , k 4 , k 5 and b are modeled as fuzzy parameters, k 1 is a constant and parameter a representing Average number of different sexual partners per year will be assumed several scenarios. Now, Eqs. (10)- (14) can be rewritten in the state space, to enable the advanced control theory concepts such as stability and controllability to be applied [12] [13] [14] . For k 1 ¼ 13 1 3 (Thousands inhabitants), and for various state scenario of a, the consolidity analysis was carried out by investigating the determinant of the controllability matrix of this system denoted by |M|. 6 The consolidity results are shown in Table 5 . In the table, we have '' \ '' indicates superior consolidated scenario, and '' \\ '' designates built-as-usual (also inferior scenario).
It follows from the table that the Built-as-usual Model (Scenario V) suffers extremely high unconsolidity. This is quite logical as it is based on complete homosexual relations covering 100% of the considered populations with a high value of model parameter a = 2, which means that each male of the population makes a double relation with other males per year. It can then be observed that reducing this relation to lower number of relations up to only 10% relations, the consolidity index gradually improves reaching at the end to a much better consolidated state.
It is clear from Tables 5 that the consolidity changes moves in a direction contrary to the changes of controllability as measured by the magnitude of |M|. Upon changing system parameters and as the magnitude of |M| decreases, the consolidity index F O/(I+S) decreases indicating higher consolidity. This lucidly reveals the opposite relation of consolidity versus controllability.
It follows from (10) and (11) and the state space approach that the open transfer functions of X(s) and Y(s) can be expressed as:
which represent stable transfer function for all range of a > 0, though their corresponding systems are unconsolidated (or highly) unconsolidated. In fact, it appears from (16) that as the parameter a decreases, the system gets less stable while the consolidity index F O/(I+S) gets smaller indicating higher consolidity. This lucidly reveals the opposite effect of changes of parameters on consolidity versus stability. 
where a, b, c, d are all fuzzy positive parameters, r, s are positive or negative constants (system inputs). This is subject to initial conditions x(o) = x o , y(o) = y o . Here, x(y) represents the yearly rates of armament expenditures of nations A and B. The time is in years, and the models are linear fuzzy differential equations that can be handled by the present methodology.
In the model, the first assumption is that _ xð _ yÞ is directly proportional to Y(x). Hence, we have _ x ¼ byð _ y ¼ cxÞ for some positive fuzzy parameter b(c). The next assumption is that excessive expenditures places a ''drag'' on the economy or _ xð _ yÞ is directly and negatively proportional to x(y). That is _ x ¼ Àaxð _ y ¼ ÀdyÞ for some positive fuzzy parameter a(d). This gives the relations: _ x ¼ Àax þ by and _ y ¼ cx À dy. Furthermore, increasing (decreasing) arms expenditures is not the only mutual stimulation on expenditures, but underlying grievance (good will) of each nation against the other have important implications on expenditures and are in the parameter r and s defined in (17) and (18) .
Eqs. (17) and (18) can be represented using the state space form as follows:
for x = x 1 , and y = x 2 we get the corresponding state space form:
such that x e R n·1 , A e R n·n , B e R n·m , and u e R m·1 scalar. For the present model, we have n = 2, m = 1, and u is the input function. In order to test the strength of this model, the controllability analysis is carried out. The controllability measures the degree that this system can be controlled, such that a control exists that will transfer the system from any initial state x(o) to same final state x(t) in a final this interval.
A sufficient condition for complete state controllability is that the matrix M e R n·n , is of rank n. For this example, we have
which should have a rank of 2, or simply the determinant |M| has the property:
Now we will apply this criterion for the Arm Race built-asusual system given in [3] , and evaluate its consolidity zone and ways for their consolidity enhancement by interfering into the model and changes its input parameters' coefficients.
For the consolidity analysis of the Arm Race Model, we will investigate the four scenarios for the input parameters' coefficients, defined as: The results of consolidity testing of the various scenarios are shown in Table 6 . In this table we have '' \ '' designates superior consolidated scenario and '' \\ '' indicates built-asusual (also inferior consolidated) scenario. It appears from the table that the built-as-usual scenario represents the inferior consolidated scenarios of all the tested ones.
The analysis also shows how a slight change of parameter or two by 5% of input coefficients adjustment could greatly change the situation and leads to more profound model with strong consolidity measured by the consolidity index of the controllability determinant |M|.
The main finding of the implementation of consolidity theory in the analysis of Arm Race Model is that a slight adjustment in some system coefficients could achieve a much better consolidated situation. The adjustment in the example was vey simple within the input coefficients far from the original physical system model. 
Results and discussions

Consolidity versus both of stability and controllability
The lessons learnt from solving the case studies applications are that we have to put our full confidence on the four Golden Rules of consolidity. They can effectively guide both existing and new systems to the right consolidity targets. The results showed clearly that our common practice used in natural or built-as-usual systems were unfortunately lacking necessary consolidity awareness knowledge that could yield undesired (inferior) unconsolidity results. The new proposed four Golden Rules will definitely accelerate the appearance of new generation of improved superior systems avoiding the shortcomings of current practices in system modeling, analysis, design and building. Based on the main findings of the case studies given in the paper, it was shown that consolidity changes moves contrary (opposite in sign) to changes of stability and controllability upon changing the system parameters. 7 Such important dilemma confronting system modeling, analysis, design and building is elucidated in Fig. 4 . Therefore, we should carefully handle such dilemma during the course of the implementation of the Four Golden Rules, to attain a judicious balance between consolidity and functionality (stability, controllability, performance, etc.) for each specific application.
For additional mathematical proof of the above finding, let us consider the first order system a Á _ xðtÞ þ b Á xðtÞ ¼ c representing a typical system unit, such as a is a fuzzy positive parameter b and c are also positive constants. This system has one stable pole in the Left Half s-Plane of s = Àb/a. The system is controllable if c/a > 0. Let the system output be y(t) = d AE x(t) such that d is a constant. This gives the solution. . Such results confirm the finding elucidated in Fig. 4 . Similar results can be obtained for linear higher orders dynamical systems following the state space representation.
The discovery of the mystery of consolidity has been accompanied with the revealing of other very significant and intriguing findings. For instance, experimental investigations have shown that the arbitrary matrices normally assigned in the literature during systems analysis and design are in fact the principal guiding force towards attaining designed systems with appropriate levels of consolidity. Examples of these key applications are the arbitrary selection of Kalman Riccati matrix in solving the Linear Quadratic Regulator problem, and also the arbitrary selection of Lyapunov matrix used in deriving the required Lyapunov stability conditions [12] [13] [14] . These arbitrary selections of such matrices could have unfortunately opened the door for decades towards the unavoidable possibility of making improper choices of built-as-usual systems designs from the consolidity point of view.
It is highly advisable that all over the system consolidity analysis and design, the system parameters should be kept as symbols and not substituted with their corresponding values except at the final step of analysis. This is indispensable for easily tracking of these parameters and their corresponding fuzziness at all steps of analysis. Moreover, for nonlinear systems, same procedures for parameters can be followed. The nonlinear functions can be replaced with linearized forms using linearization scheme such as the multi-functions Taylor's Expansion Series approximations. Still keeping the system's physical parameters in their symbolic form, the consolidity analysis is then applied to the linearized model and the results on system's physical parameters can then be analogously shifted to the original nonlinear model.
It is remarked that the cost of building of superior or inferior consolidated systems is mostly the same, and its selection is only depends on the cleverness of the system developer. In fact the only difference between superior or inferior consolidated system is some slight adjustment of the system physical parameters. Of course some exhaustive search must be made to attain the most superior or least inferior consolidated system. Nevertheless, such search does not involve too much computational complications as the consolidity testing approaches are straightforward mathematical calculations that can be easily performed on elementary Fig. 4 Sketch showing the dilemma of consolidity versus both stability and controllability. 7 It must be pointed out that for all normal systems, consolidity is an internal property that is only defined for both stable and controllable systems. Of course, it is meaningless to search for the consolidity of any system which is either unstable or uncontrollable.
Excel spreadsheet supported by a Visual Basic Applications facility or by a simple MATLAB program. Such computations can be further simplified by developing special MAT-LAB or other software packages toolboxes containing built-in fuzzy functions with their corresponding derived consolidity indices.
Consolidity applications and implementations
General scope of applications of consolidity
The applications of consolidity cover almost all facets of existing sciences and disciplines as shown in Fig. 5 . In general, consolidity is an internal property of physical systems that enables providing an in-depth look inside such systems, regardless of their field of applications. Such property will lead to giving a new forum for better understanding of various sciences. With the developed consolidity and its methods of calculations, new classes of superior systems developed with strong consolidity will arise and will be taken for granted as the future standard of systems in various disciplines.
It is interesting to note that the needed method of calculations for performing consolidity analysis lie within basic college mathematics and statistics and can be applied in a straightforward manner, enabling wide classes of scientists, researches and developers get full benefit of consolidity each in his own field. In fact, using the suggested fuzzy approach the derivations of compact form expressions for consolidity indices of basic fuzzy mathematical/probabilistic functions and expressions are now rendered systematic operations.
Some specific applications of consolidity
We present now some specific applications of consolidity that can play real important roles.
The first specific application is the consolidity of the human immune systems [15] . The human body is often described as being 'at war'. By this, it is meant that the body is constantly under attack from things that are trying to do it harm. These include toxins, bacteria fungi, parasites and viruses. All of these can, under the right conditions, cause damage and destruction to parts of the body and if these were left unchecked, the human body would not be able to function. It is the purpose of the immune system to act as the body's own army, in defense against this continued stream of possible infections and toxins. This is done by the recognition of self and response to non-self.
Although we all have the same immune system, in times of invasion of diseases and epidemics some people die very fast while others survive, why? What is the key point and where is the secret? Why do people react differently when exposed to infection? If we can simulate the immune system and define its physical parameters and use the consolidity index to examine its consolidation we can then adjust the systems parameters on basis of consolidity to get more superior consolidated ones. We can also do the opposite to the attackers, by studying the way every attacker work and then decrease its system's unconsolidity to lower inferior consolidated values.
Pharmacology is another important field of the application of consolidity. One of the problems that can be handled is the drug dosing [16] . It can be made more precise by using pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic modeling. Pharmacokinetics is the study of the concentration of drugs in tissue as a function of time and dose schedule, while Pharmacodynamics is the study of the relationship between drug concentration and drug effect. By relating dose to resultant drug concentration (pharmacokinetics) and concentration to effect (pharmacodynamics), models for drug dosing can be generated. These models follow the standard state space approach where advanced control theory can easily be applied for their analysis and design. Closed-loop, adaptive, and nonlinear control for clinical pharmacology are still in their infancy, with numerous challenges and opportunities ahead. The integration of advanced control theory and consolidity theory will give a real impetus in fostering the progress of the development of clinical pharmacology systems. Such implementation should only be carried out for physical-based models avoiding making any consolidity decisions for any types of the empirical-based pharmacodynamic models if their parameters are not related as one to one to the original physical parameters.
The discipline of engineering is another excellent field for the wide spread of the consolidity theory [17] . Many engineering design applications such as electric circuits, mechanical machines, civil structural systems, chemical processes, and other engineering systems depend at one step or another on some assumptions or empirical formulas made to the best of engineers knowledge. For this, the designing engineers feel self-importance for the freedom they got in making such arbitrary selection of physical parameters during the design cycle. At the end of the cycle, the engineers will provide good designs with high external functionalities. Nonetheless, the engineers could get much improved superior (or inferior) consolidated systems if they exerted additional efforts to ingeniously adjust the physical parameters (rather than selecting them in arbitrary manner) to satisfy system consolidity target requirements. In this case, engineers will gain their peace of mind that their systems can withstand fully future failures or malfunctions when subjected to any wearing or deteriorations or upon operating in varying fuzzy environment.
The discipline of economics and econometrics [18] is also among the important areas for system consolidity implementations. In dealing with this field, two types of models are commonly developed. The first is theoretical models based on the physical laws and rules governing the original system, and the second is artificial or imaginary models developed based on empirical or regression analysis. According to the Golden Rule IV of the system consolidity, it is dangerous to use these artificial or imaginary models if their coefficients are not related as one to one of the original economic or econometric system. For the theoretical models based on physical grounds, there are many kinds of models in finance, labor, economics, macroeconomics, microeconomics and political economics where system consolidity can be successfully implemented to ensure the consolidity of their developed physical models.
Last but not least, social sciences and humanities are also other important fields for the implementation of the consolidity theory. These include very potential applications areas in sociology, psychology, philosophy, literature, mass communication, education, humanities, etc. Most of these branches are dealing with formulating models and hypotheses in linguistic or verbal and only small sum are modeled in a numeric manner [19] . These models and hypothesis are based on processing ample number of real life data through fuzzy probability and statistics. They usually seek assuming certain probability densities functions such as fuzzy normal, lognormal, uniform, and exponential, distributions, or calculating fuzzy means, standard deviations and correlations. The present availability of compact forms of consolidity indices for most standard fuzzy probability functions and expressions will naturally foster the rapid progress of consolidity in these indispensable fields. For further simplifying the processed data presentations, the Visual Fuzzy Logic-based Representation will be vey appropriate, where data can be attractively represented in graphs by positive or negative color coding the level of their fuzziness [4] .
Conclusions
The mystery of consolidity was uncovered in this paper as an inner hidden property of natural and man-made systems. Under this notion, the systems are classified into consolidated, quasi-consolidated, neutrally consolidated, unconsolidated, quasiunconsolidated and mixed types based on their output reaction to combined input and parameters action when operating in fully fuzzy environment. Consolidity also uncovered the secrecy why strong stable and highly controllable real life are not invulnerable of falling and collapsing.
It is remarked that Consolidity could provide necessary profound foundations that could give guidance towards solving the enigma of many real life problems of preventing human immune deficiency, transformation of dangerous diseases and viruses, transfer of normal living cells into cancerous tissues, collapse of moving aerospace vehicles, blackout of electricity grids, dissolution of political or financial organizations, etc. All these left unsolved problems are clear manifestation of stable normal systems that are deviated due to their excessive unconsolidity to other abnormal states.
It was demonstrated that the system consolidity changes are contrary (opposite in sign) to changes of both system stability and system controllability. This is a very significant result showing that our present practice of insisting on building our systems with strong stability and high controllability features could have given rise to the appearance of an ample family of systems with very poor consolidity or even with complete unconsolidity. Therefore, the system developer has to exert now an additional task to attain a certain balancing point to compromise between the best functionality (such as stability and controllability) versus the most appropriate consolidity.
It is strongly recommended that the suggested four Golden Rules of consolidity should be regarded as future strict regulations for systems modeling, analysis, design and building. There is no doubt that these Golden Rules will considerably alter the conventional modeling and development practices in different sciences and disciplines. In all these applications, the main onus is that if the models offer true physical account of the real world, they will highly benefit from the gained power of adjusting the physical system for preserving some targeted consolidity.
Consolidity Golden Rules had stressed on stopping any arbitrary selection of parameters during the design and building cycles to avoid moving the system into undesired unconsolidity zones. For instance, some arbitrary selections of parameters in the literature for decades are in fact found to be the principal driving force controlling system consolidity. Examples of such problems are the Kalman Riccati matrix arbitrarily assigned for in solving the Linear Quadratic Regulator problem, and also the Lyapunov matrix arbitrarily selected for deriving the required Lyapunov stability conditions. These arbitrary selections of such matrices could have unfortunately opened the door towards the unavoidable possibility of making improper choices of built-as-usual systems designs from the consolidity point of view.
It is most appropriate for existing natural and man-made built-as-usual systems that continuous forward and backward fuzziness tracking be applied for tracing the fuzzy levels during operation in order to locate the sources of fuzziness affecting consolidity. The system operator can then judiciously interfere to adjust the consolidity at certain original zone, thus controlling the overall consolidity state as appropriate. The development of an automated forward and backward fuzziness tracking for preserving system consolidity within certain target zone is an important aspect and is left for future research [3] .
Scientists, researchers and developers are now in excellent position to start building new superior systems with strong consolidity standards. In the same time, they should start searching within the existing natural and man-made systems for ways to keep them always far from falling into inferior consolidated states. If the systems are linear, all the presented consolidity techniques will provide direct tools for implementation. However, if the systems are nonlinear or too much complicated, it is sufficient to develop the consolidity strategy on simple linearized models that keep the original systems' physical parameters as symbols rather than substituted values. The transfer of the consolidity strategy of systems' physical parameters from the linearized models to the original nonlinear models will then bring enough insights for consolidity improvement. Though these missions look very challenging, yet consolidity knowhow developed till now will help in crossing quickly a substantial span of such challenge [3] .
We can conclude now at this stage that the uncovering of mystery of inner property of systems will mark the beginning of a new generation of systems with superior consolidity. In all respects, we should be deeply inspired when we start moving to this new consolidity generation by our master universe that keeps marvelously consolidated despite the tremendous physical complexities and variations governing its untiring movement, while performing exactly its superb functionality.
A.2 The system consolidity index
The System Consolidity Index is now presented in this section as given by [3] . This index measures the system overall output fuzziness behavior versus the combined input and system parameters variations. It describes the degree of how the systems react against input and system fuzzy variation actions. Let us assume a general system operating in fully fuzzy environment, having the following elements:
Input parameters: We will apply in this investigation, the weighted (or overall) fuzzy levels, first for the combined input and system parameters, and second for output parameters.
For the combined input and system parameters, we have for the weighted fuzzy level to be denoted as the combined Input and System Fuzziness Factor F I+S , given as:
ðA:4Þ
Similarly, for the Output Fuzziness Factor F O , we have
ðA:5Þ
Let the positive ratio |F O /F I+S | defines the System Consolidity Index, to be denoted as F O/(I+S) . Based on F O/(I+S) the system consolidity state can then be classified as discussed in the paper. The selection of the fuzzy levels testing scenarios for both the system and input should follow similar consideration. First of all the input and system fuzzy values for system consolidity testing are selected as integer values to be preferably in the range ±8 for open fuzzy environment and in the range ±4 for bounded fuzzy environments. Nevertheless, the output fuzzy level could assume open values beyond these ranges based on the overall consolidity of the system. However, all over implementation procedure in the paper, the exact fraction values of fuzzy levels are preserved all over the calculations and are rounded as integer values only at the final results.
Another important aspect in selecting the fuzzy level is to avoid falling near singularities upon calculating the combined input and system consolidity factor F I+S (denominator of the Consolidity Index F O/(I+S) ). Therefore, it is preferably that |F I+S | fuzzy level selections are to be kept always above 1. Finally, it must be pointed out that using the suggested fuzzy approach, it is now amenable to derive the Consolidity Indices in compact mathematical forms for many applications, such as the trigonometric, hyperbolic, and exponential functions, analytic geometry, vector analysis, ordinary differentiation, partial fractions, etc. Similar implementations to various fuzzy matrices operations and to standard fuzzy probabilistic/statistics functions and expressions are also rendered straightforward endeavors.
